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MOMENT OF SILENCE
Knowledge Bennett

“The most significant abstract art today reflects an inner conflict between the 
socially encouraged will to conventional communication and the personal 
will to spiritual experience.” 

- Donald Kuspit 

Knowledge Bennett’s latest body of work marks an evolution from his deep interest in socio-po-
litical pop-art based subject matters. It gives way to an introspective yet conceptual concern 
marked by abstraction and minimalism; one that is deeply rooted in the collective conscious-
ness and the infinite capabilities of thy self. Each artwork within this series provides a new 
perspective, an intimate moment of respite in which color is free from object and becomes 
subject itself.

Like his aesthetic predecessors, Bennett submerges himself into color fields to endow painting 
with profound, pensive energy, and spiritual significance. Comparable to Barnett Newman’s 
vast interest in presenting a series of intriguing paradoxes regarding size and scale. John Mc-
Cracken who converges the restrained qualities of minimalism with a distinct sensibility ex-
pressed through color, and finish. Or Pierre Solages’ “my instrument is not black but the light 
reflected from black.” Bennett too breaks from representation to bring forth a formal query 
within art history; thus an intellectual perspective emerges which frees itself from semiotics’ 
limitations to challenge its finite constrictions. Furthermore, Bennett activates a unity as well as 
a sense of silence, which gives way to an alternative vantage point while providing a radical 
safe space for reflection, functioning simultaneously as a mirror for introspection and a window 
for critical thinking.

The exhibition consists of ten artworks chosen categorically to address Bennett’s contemporary 
concerns. The cornerstone of which is an homage to Bennett’s father, wife, and brother, who 
passed away in 2018. The tryptic stands as the centerpiece of the exhibition inciting a moment 
of silence, but also highlighting Bennett’s intimate mourning as he tries to quiet exterior noise to 
lose himself in each painting. Significant loss and deep examination of personal grief, allowed 
Bennett to journey within the true and infinite possibilities of himself, in order to better compre-
hend how he determines the conscious contact he has with outside forces. 

“My paintings serve as healing mechanisms; spiritual objects which establish 
a space for contemplation. Like mirrors that reflect ones true inner-self instead 
of the outward appearance. The paintings encourage critical thinking while 
representing infinite possibility.”

- Knowledge Bennett

Curated by Erika Hirugami, MAAB. 
Curatorial Director at The Know Contemporary •Founder & CEO of CuratorLove

Vertical Integration (Neighborhood Nip), 2019
Knowledge Bennett
Mixed media on canvas 
120 x 24 in •304.8 x 61 cm



KNOWLEDGE BENNETT 
(Asbury Park, NJ, b. 1976).

Knowledge Bennett collides minimalist and abstract aesthetic tech-
niques with inquisitive concerns about healing, spirituality, and a 
conscious craving for the sublime. His current aesthetic practice has 
brought forth an introspective contemplation of life and death, that 
has expanded into the canvas surface. Bennett is seeking an almost 
restorative approach to cataloging thy self as a way to inventory that 
which is of true importance to the human experience via aesthetics.

Infl uenced by various movements in art history, such as abstract ex-
pressionism, color fi eld painting, minimalism, and pop art, Bennett’s 
artwork displays a meaningful and conceptual understanding. Until 
recently Bennett was immersed in modes of mechanical reproduction, 
by which he created artworks that pinned the contemporary socio-
logical understanding of political and ideological tensions. 

Currently living and working in Los Angeles. 

“I’ve always thought it to be the responsibility of an artist 
to help restore a degree of dignity, integrity and sense of 
humanity. At the core of my practice, I seek to engage, 
enlighten and inspire.” 

- Knowledge Bennett

ERIKA HIRUGAMI, MAAB 
Curatorial Director of The KNOW Contemporary

Founder & CEO at CuratorLove. As a Getty Foundation Scholar and 
a Kress Foundation Fellow she has formed a part of various cura-
torial teams at museums and galleries across the United States and 
Mexico. She holds an MAAB from the Sotheby’s Institute of Art, and 
multiple BAs from UCLA. 

After being a Public Art Curator for the Department of Cultural 
Affairs in the City of Los Angeles, Hirugami managed Art Collec-
tions for Fortune 500 Companies, curated exhibitions in museums 
and galleries across the globe, and had her written work published 
internationally.

THE KNOW CONTEMPORARY

Founded in 2018, located in the heart of Los Angeles’ arts district. 
The KNOW Contemporary seeks to globally converge pedagogy 
and aesthetic praxis. By creating museum-quality exhibitions and 
publications we provide a platform for innovative scholarship nexus. 
While generating ambitious programming with a rigorous curatorial 
approach we seek to expand the contemporary art dialogue.

Under the Curatorial Direction of Erika Hirugami, MAAB.

PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
The artwork “Black Excellence,” from the same series of work 
featured in “Unity of Silence” has been selected by The Smithso-
nian Institution to be a part of the “Catalyst” section of the “Men of 
Change” Exhibition. 

The KNOW Contemporary 
422 S. Alameda St, Los Angeles, CA 90013 
213.395.0931 • info@theknowcontemporary.com
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Untitled (three by twelve), 2019
Knowledge Bennett
Mixed media on canvas 
36 x 144 in •91.5 x 365.8 cm

Moment of Silence
Exhibition Catalog
ISBN  978-0-359-66198-5

Available in partnership 
with CuratorLove. 
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